NEVER AGAIN

These are snippets from the hot prayers that followed one of the sermons by Dr. Daniel Olukoya of the Mountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries, MFM headquarters at a Sunday Worship Service.

Praise worship

1. I declare NEVER AGAIN! to any bad experience I have had in my life, you shall not repeat yourself, in the name of Jesus.
2. Repeated oppression, DIE by fire! in the name of Jesus.
3. I re-write my family history by fire, in the name of Jesus.
4. Repeated Calamities, Die! in the name of Jesus.
5. AFFLICTION! Hear the word of the Lord, NEVER AGAIN will you rise!!! in the name of Jesus.
6. Witchcraft manipulations, I cry against you, NEVER AGAIN! in the name of Jesus.
7. Demonic powers assigned to use me as foot mat, I cry against you, NEVER AGAIN! in the name of Jesus.
8. Power of ‘almost there’, I cry against you, NEVER AGAIN! in the name of Jesus.
9. Spirit of bless and lose, I cry against you, NEVER AGAIN! in the name of Jesus.
10. Powers closing my heavens, I cry against you, NEVER AGAIN! in the name of Jesus.
11. Frustrations and backwardness, assigned against me, I cry against you, NEVER AGAIN! in the name of Jesus.
12. Access of darkness into my life, TERMINATE BY FIRE! in the name of Jesus.
13. The lions of past problems roaring against me, SHUT UP! BE SILENCED!! in the name of Jesus.
14. Shame and disfavour, I cry against you, NEVER AGAIN! in the name of Jesus.
15. Diminishing returns, I cry against you, NEVER AGAIN! in the name of Jesus.
16. Visitations of the merchants of death, DIE!!! in the name of Jesus.
17. Satanic embarrassments, I cry against you, NEVER AGAIN! in the name of Jesus.
18. EVERYTHING, hear the word of the Lord, TURN AROUND FOR MY FAVOUR!!! in the name of Jesus.